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Abstract After their introduction by Robinson (IEEE
Trans Biomed Eng 10:137–145, 1963), magnetic scleral search coils quickly became an accepted standard
for precise eye movement recordings. While other techniques such as video-oculography or electro-oculography
may be more suitable for routine applications, search
coils still provide the best low-noise and low-drift characteristics paired with the highest temporal and spatial
resolution. The problem with search coils is that many
research laboratories still have their large and expensive
coil systems installed and are acquiring eye movement
data with old, analog technology. Typically, the number
of recording channels is limited and modifications to an
existing search coil system can be difficult. We propose
a system that allows to retro-fit an existing analog search
coil system to become a digital recording system. The
system includes digital data acquisition boards and a reference coil as the hardware part, receiver software, and a
new calibration method. The circuit design has been kept
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simple and robust, and the proposed software calibration allows the calibration of a single coil within a few
seconds.
Keywords Biomedical electronics · Biomedical signal
processing · Eye movement · Search coil · Head impulse
test

1 Introduction
The measurement of eye movements is important for the
investigation of human neurological and oculomotor disorders and control. Several techniques to measure eye
movements in human subjects exist. Electro-oculography
(EOG) is one of the oldest techniques and is still widely
used [2, 13, 14, 19]. Briefly, EOG measures the corneoretinal potential between the front and the back of the eye
and is one of the few techniques allowing unrestricted eye
movement recordings with closed eyes, although more
specific devices like wireless eye masks have been developed recently [17]. Another method is the use of search
coil lenses in a magnetic field. Using the light reflected by
the iris or sclera boundaries, optical sensors measure eye
motion (e.g., by the IRIS technique introduced by Reulen
et al. [24], which uses reflected infrared light). Recently,
video-oculography (VOG) has become more and more
popular. Compared to search coils, other methods might
be superior in terms of usability and patient compliance.
However, the search coil technique enables a better temporal (≪1 ms) and spatial (<0.0002°) resolution and reliable
three-dimensional tracking. Search coils are not limiting
the range of eye movements like other techniques and the
systems have a linear characteristic, low noise (<0.002°
peak–peak for full bandwidth) and low signal drift (e.g.,
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Fig. 1  a Schematic of vector
describing eye or search coil
orientation (xE, yE, zE) in a
magnetic field (xF, yF, zF) with
position of the reference coil.
b Dual scleral search coil with
direction coil and a second
torsion coil in form of a figure
eight and coordinate system
describing the search coil orientation (xE, yE, zE). c Schematic
of the evaluation of coil signals.
The measurement coils (Dir1,
Tor1, Dir2, Tor2) and the reference coil (Ref) are connected
to the microcontroller boards
with analog to digital converters
(Board #0–Board #7). There,
the signals are pre-processed
and the results are transmitted
using a RS458 to USB converter
to the PC where the data are
stored for offline analysis

Eye Tracking System CS681, Primelec, Regensdorf,
Switzerland).
Especially for tasks that require a high temporal resolution, such as the estimation of differences in saccadic
onset profiles [7] or the correct characterization of saccadic
parameters [18, 20] search coils remain the preferred measurement technique [21]. Scleral search coils are therefore
still widely used for measurements of human eye movements, especially in the scientific environment [5, 10, 11,
16, 21, 22, 27].
A typical system for scleral search coil experiments
consists of a frame with pairs of magnetic field coils
with a diameter of typically about 1 m, which produce
two or three approximately orthogonal oscillating magnetic fields (Fig. 1a). Within this magnetic field, the orientation of the eye and/or the head can be measured by
attaching so-called search coils to the eye or the head,
respectively.
The orientation of the search coil relative to the magnetic fields is derived from the voltages induced in them
by the magnetic fields. One “single” search coil is capable of measuring two-dimensional eye movements. Horizontal–vertical eye movements can therefore be recorded
with such a single search coil. If also information about
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the rotation around the line of sight is needed, a so-called
dual search coil is required. This dual search coil consists
of two single coils which are approximately orthogonal to
each other. The coil which provides voltages proportional
to the horizontal and vertical eye orientation is sometimes
referred to as “direction coil,” and the second search coil,
which is needed to measure ocular torsion, as “torsion
coil” (Fig. 1b). For measuring eye movements, the coils are
embedded into a silicon annulus that is placed onto the subject’s eye.
For measuring head movements, any set of two coils
with a fixed orientation with respect to each other can be
used. For distinguishing the voltages induced by the individual magnetic field coils, the voltage components can be
extracted based on their frequency and their phase. Typical
magnetic field systems use two or three different frequencies. For each frequency, lock-in amplification is then used
to extract the voltages from two independent magnetic field
components.
One disadvantage of the coils, however, is the constraint
in freedom of movement of the subject due to the wires of
the coils and the physical limitations of the magnetic frame
system. Efforts are being made to develop a “wireless” coil
system to overcome this problem [25].
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Also, the contact lens can cause discomfort and the topical anesthetic may affect visual acuity.
Although the basic principle of the search coil technique
is simple, measuring eye movements with high spatial and
temporal resolution requires a very fine-tuned apparatus. For
an analog system, that means high-price, high-quality components. The magnetic field coils producing the oscillating
magnetic fields are just one part of the expensive equipment.
Such equipment typically consists of the field coils, the field
system generator with power amplifier, the search coils, lockin-amplifiers with pre-amplifiers to pick up the coil signal, an
isolating transformer to isolate the subject, and an A/D converter for the recording of the data on a PC. Every component
in such a system is optimized. Exchanging parts of such a
system, i.e., using different lock-in-amplifiers or another field
generator, can be troublesome. A coil system is not very flexible, and manipulations to the system cannot be made easily.
A lot of laboratories still use their old, analog equipment with
magnetic field coil systems that were sometimes homemade
and coupled them to commercially available lock-in amplifiers, or they still use their old systems. There is only one vendor (Primelec, Regensdorf, Switzerland) offering a digital allin-one solution (coil frame, coils and receiver software). The
drawback of this system is that it cannot be added or adapted
to existing hardware components.
The common calibration procedures are complicated
and require usually about 5–10 min for one single coil.
Once the coils are calibrated, errors like a small phase or
frequency shift of the magnetic field system cannot be corrected or even detected any more [4, 28].
Our aim was to measure the automated eye movement
response during high-acceleration whole-body impulse tests,
similar to manual head impulse testing [12]. Therefore, we
customized a high-acceleration motorized chair using a floormounted permanent magnet synchronous motor (model Eco03,
rated torque 2100 Nm, maximum speed 200 rpm, Rexroth
Bosch, Gerlingen, Germany) on which a fiber glass chair frame
(Neurokinetics, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was mounted.
We needed to record simultaneously the 3D movements
of both eyes, the head and of the rotational chair. As retrofitting our existing self-made search coil system with more
lock-in amplifiers would have been very expensive, we
were looking into the design of an add-on to our existing
setup. We wanted to design a recording unit that can be fitted to any magnetic field system.

2 Methods
2.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup consists of a motorized turntable,
which provides a controlled, horizontal movement of the

Fig. 2  Photograph of the measurement setup. A subject is seated in a
race car seat with a race car belt system for security. The head is fixated with either a helmet and/or a head clamp and a bite bar helps in
maintaining the head stable and fixated. Feet and hands are strapped
down before inserting the search coils into the eyes (not shown on the
photograph). The wires from the coil exiting the frame can be seen
above the subject, as well as the reference coil for recording the reference signal. Around the subject is the wooden coil frame for the magnetic field system

subjects in space, and a magnetic coil system mounted on
that turntable, for measuring eye and head movements. The
turntable is driven by a permanent magnet synchronous
motor and has a custom-made fiberglass chair mounted on
top. Measurements involving real eye movement recordings of human subjects are beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we recorded data of eight healthy human subjects
(age 33.3 ± 7.6 years, mean ± STD) after finalization of
the project. All recordings were done under approval of a
local ethics committee and under institutional research
board approval. In addition, turntable, motor drive, custom-made chair and recording unit underwent a technical
acceptance test.
Figure 2 shows the setup with a subject sitting on the
rotational chair in the race car seat within the magnetic
coil frame, with a bite bar, head holder and helmet before
attaching feet and hands to the chair and before inserting
the search coils.
2.2 Magnetic field system
The coil system comprises a field generator and corresponding field coils for the generation of the magnetic
fields. Figure 1c shows a sketch of those parts that characterize the coil system. Note that each coil is connected to its
own board.
The field system consisted of a commercially available cubic magnetic field coil system with three field
configuration (C-N-C Engineering, Seattle, WA, USA).
The copper wires of the field coil pairs were connected in
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series and embedded into a wooden frame (outer dimensions 2 m × 2 m × 2.05 m–length × width × height) for
mechanical support. To separate the voltages from the
three magnetic fields, two frequencies are used: a vertical
magnetic field, oscillating at 59.6 kHz along the “z”-axis
(fz); and two horizontal magnetic fields fxy of double frequency, oscillating at 119.2 kHz. The field frequencies are
a given property of the magnetic field frame and cannot be
altered or modified, but our digital recording system can be
altered so that it fits to any given field frequencies. In the
horizontal plane, the magnetic fields in the “x”- and “y”directions are 90° phase shifted producing a field rotating
in the horizontal plane. This type of coil systems is based
on Collewijn [6].
2.3 Digital eye movement recording system: hardware
Our system is implemented based on a microcontroller
(STM32F103R8T6, STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzerland) with built-in dual 12 bit A/D converters (ADCs) and
analog amplifiers. This microcontroller was used because
it was already established in our laboratory and it is cheap.
The only drawback of such a low-cost microcontroller is
its low sampling rate. To overcome this problem, we used
the trick of under sampling on purpose. We will discuss this
technique in more detail in the next chapter. Eagle layout
software (CadSoft, Computer GmbH, Pleiskirchen, Germany) was used to design the printed circuit board (PCB)
with two layers.
To maximize the system flexibility, we designed the system such that for each single search coil a separate receiver
board is used for the AD conversion and for the communication with the PC software. Board number 0 (see Figs. 1c,
4 for a graphical overview) controls the communication
through an RS485 interface and functions as synchronization generator in addition to the regular function as data
receiver board. As sketched out in Fig. 1c, each board has
two analog inputs, one for the search coil voltage sig(t) and
one for a reference coil signal ref(t). The common reference signal is a coil voltage signal picked up from a reference coil with a fixed position on top of the magnetic field
system. The reference coil delivers a reference signal for
frequency and phase of the magnetic field system.
The communication between the boards and the PC is
done via a RS485 bus system, allowing an adaptation to
different magnetic field setups. The bus also serves as tool
to monitor the state of the receiver boards, delivers online
data about the current signal amplitude for a rough gain
adjustment of the amplifiers, and checks whether a search
coil was broken or damaged during the experiment.
Board output is provided unidirectional via USBCOM485-PLUS4 boards (Future Technology Devices
International (FTDI), Glasgow, UK). Each data package
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contains a time stamp for later synchronization of the coil
signals.
2.4 Digital eye movement recording system: software
The orientation of a search coil in the magnetic field is calculated from the phase shift of the measured coil signal to
the reference coil signal and the amplitude of the search
coil signal. This measurement is done by lock-in detection, i.e., multiplying and summing up the input signal over
some periods with an oscillation of the expected frequency.
This is done twice, once with a sine function, and once
with a cosine. The result of this lock-in detection provides
us with a vector that can be understood as a complex Fourier coefficient. Using these coefficients calculated for both
the reference and the search coil and for the different frequencies allows calculation of the spatial orientation of the
search coil relative to the magnetic fields.
All the required frequencies can be analyzed when the
summation period is the least common multiple of the periods of the used frequencies, or a multiple of it. The phase
shift between two signals can be calculated by calculating
the angle between the two resulting Fourier coefficients.
The result is independent from the absolute phase (i.e., the
starting time of the measurement), and therefore, no synchronization signal of the magnetic frame is needed.
To enable the use of cheap microprocessors, the sampling rate of the ADCs is adjusted to 57.3 kHz, which is not
sufficient for sampling data according the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, as the induced voltages oscillate
with up to 119.2 kHz. We use the effects of under sampling
by intention to measure the coil signals. Figure 3 gives a
graphical interpretation of the following mathematical idea,
and Fig. 4 an overview of the analysis steps for the coil
data.
The sampling frequency is chosen in a way that the frequencies caused by under sampling (the aliased signal frequencies) are in a suitable range. These signals correspond
in the amplitude and phase to the coil signals itself. First,
the measured coil signals are multiplied with constants
from a multiplication table containing sine and cosine function values of about the aliased frequencies. This is equivalent to calculating the components of a discrete Fourier
transformation for the aliased frequency. With three magnetic fields, the multiplication tables for the six indices mi
are calculated as

m0 (k) = m2 (k) = sin(ω1 ∗ τ ∗ k)

(1)

m1 (k) = m3 (k) = cos(ω1 ∗ τ ∗ k)

(2)

m4 (k) = sin(ω2 ∗ τ ∗ k)

(3)

m5 (k) = cos(ω2 ∗ τ ∗ k)

(4)
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with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
This requires that the signal mi (k) ∗ fi (k) has the period
n. This can be achieved by proper selection of ω1 and ω2, as
the frequency of mi (k) ∗ fi (k) is the sum of the frequency
of mi(k) and fi(k). The coefficients a0 and a1 describe the
59.6 kHz field measured with the reference coil, a2 and a3
describe the 59.6 kHz signal picked up by the measurement
coil, and a4 and a5 are the coefficients describing the picked
up signal for the 119.2 kHz field.
These coefficients are transferred from the digital
receiver boards via RS485 to USB converter (FTDI, Glasgow, United Kingdom) to a PC (Lenovo W520, 64 bit
Windows 7 Professional, 8 GB RAM, 2.7 GHz). Voltage
amplitudes and angles can be derived from the coefficients
through.

2 ,
with k = 0, 2, 4
Ak = 2 ak2 + ak+1
(8)
with Ak representing the vector length of the voltage for
each axis, and

ϕk = arg(ak + iak+1 )

Fig. 3  a Principle of under sampling to reconstruct the properties of the coil signal using an aliased lower-frequency signal. The
dashed line u1(t) corresponds to the coil voltage which is sampled
at certain measurement points (marked with circles). The resulting
reconstructed waveform [solid line, u1(k)] seems to have a lower frequency. b The frequency of the coil signal may drift over time so that
the period of the aliased signal [represented by u1(k)] does not match
a multiple of the sampling time any more. To calculate the Fourier
coefficients, the aliased signal u1(k) multiplied by a multiplication
table m0(k) resulting in m0(k)*u1(k) (represented by the dashed line)
must be summed over exactly two periods of itself (which would be
eight sampling points in this case). In other words, the frequency of
m0(k)*u1(k) must always be constant. As this frequency is the sum of
the signal frequency and the multiplication table frequency, the multiplication table frequency must be modified accordingly

with ω1 corresponding to the aliased signal frequency of
the 59.6 kHz field (i.e., 2.3 kHz), and ω2 corresponding
to the aliased signal frequency of the 119.2 kHz field (i.e.,
4.6 kHz).τ is the sampling interval and k the number of the
sample. With the sampled values sig(k) from the coil to be
evaluated and ref(k) from the reference coil signal, the corresponding Fourier coefficients ai can be calculated by the
digital receiver software as.

fi (k) = ref(k),

with i = 0, 1

(5)

fi (k) = sig(k),

with i = 2, 3, 4, 5

(6)

ai =

n−1

k=0

mi (k) ∗ fi (k),

(7)

(9)

with ϕk representing the according angles. The coil voltage
vector representing the orientation of the search coil is calculated as

  
A2 ∗ sin (ϕ2 − ϕ0 )
νx
⇀
v =  A2 ∗ cos (ϕ2 − ϕ0 )  =  νy 
(10)
νz
A4 ∗ cos (ϕ4 − ϕ0 )
⇀

v gives the orientation axis of the coil in space and has to
be scaled and normalized afterward. For receiving and storing the data, a Python (Python 2.7.2.0) software accessed
the eight channels that we use via DLL of the USB converter and re-interpreted the raw signals of the receiver
boards to represent voltage values of the search coils for
every axis as described in (8–10). After this process, the
data are stored in a text file for offline calibration and further vector analysis.
2.5 Search coils and calibration
For testing and development, we used self-made copper
coils made out of thin copper wire (10 turns, 1.8 cm diameter). We also tested and used dual scleral search coils of
three different manufacturers (Chronos Vision, Berlin, Germany; Skalar Medical, Delft, The Netherlands; Universal
Trading Ventures, Cleveland, OH, USA). Inside the frame
with the magnetic field coils, each dual search coil yields
two sensitivity vectors, one for the direction (horizontal–
vertical) coil, one for the torsion coil (Fig. 1b). Each sensitivity vector is measured by voltages induced by the three
magnetic fields of the field system. The output of a dual
search coil therefore consists of six signals, which are the
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Fig. 4  Calculation of eye orientation R0 using the reference
coil (Ref) in combination with
direction coil (Dir) and torsion
coil (Tor), and two microcontroller boards (Board #0, Board
#1). The normalization of the
coil signals and the calculation
of the coil orientation vector is
done on the PC using Gram–
Schmidt orthogonalization

proportions of the induced voltage that each coil picks up
from the three orthogonal magnetic fields.
The goal of calibration procedures for magnetic field
coil systems is to remove offset voltages and to calculate
the gain (i.e., the maximum signal) of each individual coil.
Accurate calibration is essential to get meaningful data in
search coil experiments. The calibration is done in vitro,
that is, with no subject participation required. This is useful
for experiments with subjects who are not able to perform a
fixation task. The parameters of the system are determined
for each individual setup and experiment. This is necessary since data analysis assumes that the coil stays within
the homogeneous part of the magnetic field and does not
deform during the experiment and that no additional timedependent offsets are induced in the remaining signal path.
The determination of the gains—a set of numbers, one for
every coil and direction—is necessary for converting the
“raw” coil signal, representing the induced voltage, into the
orientation of the coil.
Offset voltages are mainly caused by the additional voltages induced in the signal path. The gain is influenced by
the shape and area of the coil, the number of windings, field
strength, position of the coil within the field, orientation of
coil connectors and the gain of the detector and amplifiers.
It is also influenced by drifting or deviating magnetic fields
or phase shifts of the field system.
Several calibration procedures exist and have been
described elsewhere [12, 13], but most of them are time
consuming as they require several steps, like putting the
coil in a steel tube for removing offsets, or searching for the
maximum coil signals by using manual gimbals to search
for the peak signal in every direction. Even with such
extensive calibrations, drifting frequencies of the magnetic
field system and deformations of the coil itself can disturb
the coil signals.
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We have established a new and fast calibration procedure where each coil has to be rotated by hand by at least
270° about each axis (xF, yF, zF; roll–pitch–yaw) of the field
system. This takes about 15–20 s. The rest of the calibration is done by the calibration software, and the experiment
can start right after this calibration. We used MATLAB
(MathWorks, MATLAB, Natick, MA, USA) for programming the calibration software, but the code can also be
adapted for use with Python to avoid an expensive MATLAB license. Our suggested paradigm minimizes the coil
handling required for system calibration.
The result of the calibration is a set of parameters k1–7
⇀
that produce the desired normalized search coil vector v .
The basic idea of the calibration is to get a vector representing the search coil orientation which should have a constant
length (i.e., a length of one) regardless of the orientation
of the coil within the magnetic field. Should this length of
the resulting coil vector change over time, the calibration
was not done properly. Given this fact, we assume that we
just have to record a sufficient quantity of search coil orientations to calculate the calibration parameters based on
a nonlinear least-square data fitting algorithm of the form.


min g(x)22 = min g1 (x)2 + g2 (x)2 + · · · + gn (x)2
(11)
x
x
Any error in one or more of the calibration parameters will
result in a search coil vector with a length deviating from
one.
Offset and gain are taken into account through k1–k6,
defined by

wx = k1 ∗ (vx + k4 )

(12)



wy = k2 ∗ vy + k5

(13)

wz = k3 ∗ (vz + k6 )

(14)
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Fig. 5  a 5° steps in earthhorizontal axis measured with
a dual search coil. b Evaluation
of absolute orientation accuracy
using a manual Fick-Gimbal in
orientations of 20° up/down,
left/right and straight ahead,
respectively

with v = [vx, vy, vz] the raw signals from the digital receiver
boards, and w
 = [wx, wy, wz] the raw coil signals after offset
and gain correction. The calibration parameters k1–3 represent the gains, k4–6 the offsets.
The last parameter, k7, compensates for the phase shift
of our system which is not exactly 90°. This is done by
applying the transformation matrix.


1 k7 0
1
0
M1 =  0
(15)
0
0
1
to w
.
A second matrix

cos(θ ) −sin(θ )
cos(θ )
M2 =  sin(θ )
0
0


0
0
1

(16)

corrects the orientation of the magnetic field vectors so
that the mathematical coordinate system is aligned with the
gaze straight ahead direction (i.e., along the roll axis). θ is a
constant angle rotating the coil vector about the z-axis. Orientation of the coil in space is then calculated as
 
 
vx
wx
v� =  vy  = M1 ∗ M2 ∗  wy 
(17)
vz
wz
and the error function for the nonlinear fitting problem is

g = 2 vx2 + vy2 + vz2 − 1
(18)
with v being the resulting normalized coil vector.
2.6 Accuracy evaluation
For the accuracy evaluation, a dual search coil was mounted
on top of the head holder clamp, while the motorized chair
performed 5° steps around the earth-vertical axis (zF) for
40° to one direction and back to the original position again.

The coil data were recorded with 1.2 kHz and stored on a
PC for offline analysis. After offline calibration, orientation
in degrees was calculated. The 3D orientation of the coil
was calculated based on a Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization of the coil vectors, and the resulting rotation vector
was plotted (Fig. 5a).
Data for the noise evaluation were recorded, while the
chair was not moving. For evaluating accuracy in eccentric positions, we manually oriented a custom-made acrylic
Fick-gimbal and recorded the coil signals of the horizontal
and vertical (pitch/yaw) positions in degrees: [0, 0]–[20,
20]–[−20, 20]–[−20, −20]–[20, −20]. The data were
stored and analyzed offline as described above (Fig. 5b).
A calibration recording was done before and after each
experiment by holding the coil into the magnetic field and
manually turning it around each axis (yaw–pitch–roll) for
more than 270°.

3 Results
Signal-to-noise ratio was defined as the logarithmic relation of the peak-to-peak noise taken from a measurement of
constant orientation to the maximum peak-to-peak signal
taken from a calibration measurement. The resulting signalto-noise ratio is 50.04 dB, or 0.08° of noise (peak–peak).
Figure 6a shows amplitude density distribution of the angle
αz = ATAN(vx/vy) (see Eq. 10) of an eye direction coil parallel to the x-/z-plane for a sampling rate of 1.2 kHz. This
represents the noise for the raw data coming directly from
the digital receiver boards without any filtering.
Accuracy was evaluated by calculating the regression
coefficient for the 5° steps (Fig. 5a) measured with the
coil system and the motorized chair versus an ideal 5° step
paradigm. A linear regression was fitted to the measured 5°
steps, and the regression coefficient was calculated using
MATLAB “regress” function. The resulting regression
coefficient is almost 1 with 1 − r = 4.57 × 10−5.
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Fig. 6  a Amplitude density distribution of the angle αz = atan(vx/vy)
(see Eq. 10) of an eye coil parallel to the x-/z-plane for a sampling
rate of 1.2 kHz. Proper gain adjustment of the analog input amplifier
and adequate filtering is essential to reach low-noise values. Usage of
low-noise amplifiers and better filtering in the input amplifier could

improve noise behavior. b Example of eccentric accuracy (20° right/
up), with a circle fit regression plotted above the single data points
(with p = 0.95). The fitted circle center deviates from the center by
0.0026° in x, and by 0.0062° in y-direction

Accuracy of the eccentric positions was evaluated comparing the target value (20° up/down or 20° left/right) with
a 5-s recording of the coil mounted to the Fick-Gimbal. For
all five eccentric positions, the regression coefficients were
calculated using a circle fit and the MATLAB “regress”
function, using a 95 % confidence interval. As an example,
the circle fit and the measured deviating data points of one
eccentric position is shown in Fig. 6b. The resulting regression coefficient of the five eccentric positions is still very
close to one, with 1 − r = 2.01 × 10−4. For positions with
combined horizontal and vertical components, we only had a
handmade gimbal available for data testing. Thus, the errors
in the tertiary positions may reflect inaccuracies in the calibration device, as well as smaller errors in our coil system.

are still the de-facto standard for high-quality eye position recordings. The main advantage of search coils is that
they indicate only the orientation of the search coil, almost
regardless of the position of the object. In contrast, VOG
systems are very susceptible to slippage of the camera
setup with respect to the head. Since also the availability
of scleral search coils is still ensured by different producers
(Chronos Systems, Germany; Universal Trading Ventures,
Inc, Cleveland, OH, USA), search coil systems will remain
in regular use in research for the foreseeable future.
Many research laboratories have large, expensive coil
systems installed, and are acquiring eye movement data
with analog technology. The only exceptions we know of
are the systems by Primelec (Regensdorf, Switzerland),
which are digital systems. Typically, the numbers of channels in analog systems is limited, and there is no straightforward way to expand these systems, either to more
channels, or to digital data processing. We were faced
with exactly those problems and wanted to investigate the
development of cheap and extensible digital coil recording
systems which can be compatible with any existing analog
setup. This flexibility can be achieved, if it is integrated in
the software used for the data analysis.
Our proposed system has three components:

4 Discussion
The first systems for the measurement of eye movements
were based on electro-oculography (EOG). While EOG
systems are affordable and their data are straightforward
to interpret, they have some inherent problems with their
absolute accuracy [13]. As a result, when scleral search
coils became available [8, 9, 26], they quickly became the
accepted standard for high-quality recordings of eye movements. Recent developments of eye movement recording systems have seen a shift toward video-oculography
(VOG), as digital imaging systems have become massively
faster and cheaper [1, 21, 29]. Nevertheless, VOG systems
face some inherent limitations [23], and search coil systems
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1. The hardware
which includes the use of a reference coil as well as
a separate data homemade acquisition board for each
coil.
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2. The software algorithm
for the data analysis, which implements novel ideas for
the analysis of the coil signals.
3. A quick and simple calibration routine
which is required to determine gains and offsets of the
recorded signal for each channel.
The required hardware components are affordable, with
overall hardware costs of less than 100 US$ at the time of
writing. It should be noted that in contrast to many existing
systems, our proposed setup does not require any dedicated
lock-in amplifiers, as the corresponding elements of the
signal analysis are done in the software. The circuit designs
that we used can be made available on request.
The software for the data acquisition boards is all written
in C, and everything after the RS485 interface in Python.
Therefore, no expensive MATLAB licenses are required for
our system. We used MATLAB for the calibration and data
analysis, however, this can easily be changed into a Python
version since no toolboxes were used that have no equivalent in Python. As we acquired 8 coils (i.e., 24 signals) with
a sampling rate of 1.2 kHz, we are confident that our software does not present a bottleneck in the data acquisition
speed. Similar to the circuit diagrams, our software can be
made available on request.
The proposed calibration routine compares favorably with the calibration procedures suggested by other
researchers [3, 15]. As it determines the best-fit surface to
the recorded data, while the orientation of the coil changes
about each of the principal axes, it does not require the use
of a dedicated gimbal system. In addition, it is faster and
simpler than the previously proposed techniques. Also, it
makes no assumptions about the orthogonality of the coils
with respect to each other and can therefore also be used
with search coils that are inserted surgically, with unknown
exact orientations.
The precision measurements of our system yielded values that were somewhat below our expectations. But this
accounts only for the raw and unfiltered data directly from
the receiver board electronics (as shown in Fig. 6). In comparison: old, analog systems usually use a 100-Hz low-pass
filter before transferring the “raw” coil signal to the ADC.
Proper gain adjustment of the analog input amplifier and
adequate filtering is essential to reach low-noise values.
Usage of low-noise amplifiers and better filtering in the
input amplifier could improve noise behavior.
We believe that the observed inaccuracies in eccentric
orientations are probably due to mechanical inaccuracies
of our gimbal system. One-dimensional precision measurements, which were executed by using our motor-driven
turntable, produced results that compare favorably with
other existing coil systems.

5 Conclusion
We have developed a cheap and extensible measurement system for scleral search coils, which can be added
to any existing analog magnetic field system, and which
allows the extension to a theoretically unlimited number of
channels. Since also the source code, which is written in
Python, can be made generally available (the software and
the receiver board circuits are available upon request), this
provides an affordable way for research laboratories to get
the most out of their existing magnetic field systems for eye
movement measurements. There are only a small number
of search coil recording systems available on the market,
but all provide an all-in-one solution (i.e., a magnetic field
system and a recording unit). Our system is different in the
way that it can be used with any type of field system, and
it is therefore meant to be used by laboratories who already
have a field system but are still using old analog recording
technique or by laboratories who want to have their own
system but cannot afford a full search coil system, only
the field generators—the rest can be constructed easily by
hand.
In terms of accuracy we suppose that with a different
magnetic field system, our receiver unit could potentially
perform better since the C-N-C system has quite a lot of
signal drift causing some noise. The hardware could also
benefit from different operational amplifiers which we will
test in some further developments.
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